Abstract. The Fisher information matrix plays a very important role in both active learning and information geometry. In a special case of active learning (nonlinear regression with Gaussian noise), the inverse of the Fisher information matrix -the dispersion matrix of parametersinduces a variety of criteria for optimal experiment design. In information geometry, the Fisher information matrix defines the metric tensor on model manifolds. In this paper, I explore the intrinsic relations of these two fields. The conditional distributions which belong to exponential families are known to be dually flat. Moreover, the author proves for a certain type of conditional models, the embedding curvature in terms of true parameters also vanishes. The expected Riemannian distance between current parameters and the next update is proposed to be the loss function for active learning. Examples of nonlinear and logistic regressions are given in order to elucidate this active learning scheme.
Introduction
Active learning is a subcategory of machine learning. The learner seeks new examples from a specific region of input space instead of passively taking the examples generated by an unknown oracle. It is crucial when the effort of acquiring output information is much more demanding than collecting the input data. When the objective is to learn the parameters of an unknown distribution, a data point (x, y) contains input variables x and output variables y. Actively choosing x distorts the natural distribution of p(x, y) but generates no bias on the conditional distribution p(y|x). Therefore, parameters of p(y|x) can be estimated without bias.
One of the most well-known active learning schemes for parameter estimation is optimal experiment design ( [7] ). Suppose y ∼ N (θ · f (x), σ 2 ). Define the Fisher information matrix of n inputs (x 1 , · · · , x n ) as M = n t=1 f (x t ) · f (x t )
T , and Y = n t=1 y t f (x t ). Then the maximum likelihood estimator of θ is the linear estimatorθ = M −1 Y , and the dispersion matrix of estimated parametersθ is V (θ) = E{(θ − θ)(θ − θ)
T } = M −1 . The dispersion matrix measures the deviation of the estimated parameters from the true parameters. A variety of loss functions based on the dispersion matrix are proposed. An optimal experiment design scheme selects an input configuration (x 1 , · · · , x n ) which minimizes the loss function.
The Fisher information matrix of a probability density function p(x; ζ) is g ij (ζ) = E x { ∂ ∂ζ i log p(x; ζ) ∂ ∂ζ j log p(x; ζ)}.
where ζ is the parameter of the probability density function. This quantity constitutes the foundation of information geometry. A statistical model can be viewed as a manifold S imbedded in the high dimensional Euclidean space with the coordinate system ζ. The metric tensor on S in terms of coordinates ζ is the Fisher information matrix (equation 1). The metric tensor defines the distance of distributions on the manifold. A manifold in which the metric tensor is defined is called a Riemannian manifold. The presence of Fisher information matrix in both contexts is no coincidence. The inverse Fisher information matrix asymptotically tends to the dispersion matrix according to Cramer-Rao theorem ( [7] ). This matrix characterizes the deviation of the estimated parameters from the real one. Similarly, the metric tensor characterizes the "distance" between two distributions on the model manifold. Therefore, it is strongly motivated to devise a loss function for active learning from a geometric perspective.
Previous works on information geometry focus on applying the notion of projection on various problems (for instance, [6] , [3] , and [1] ). On the other hand, previous works on active learning are aimed at extending the scheme beyond parameter estimation (for example, [12] ) or adopting a Bayesian approach to learning (for example, [11] ). The contribution of this paper is to treat active learning under the framework of information geometry. I define the loss function as the expected Riemannian distance on the manifold between the current and the new estimated parameters. This loss function is closely related to the Kullback-Leibler divergence for exponential families.
The structure of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces basic notions of information geometry and sets the form of input-output models in terms of information geometry. Section 3 states a sufficient condition for vanishing embedding curvature in terms of true parameters on the model manifold. Section 4 introduces the loss function and scheme for active learning. Section 5 illustrates the active learning by examples of nonlinear and logistic regressions. Section 6 summarizes the works in this paper and points out future works.
Information geometry of input-output models
In this paper, I focus on a special type of active learning problem: estimating the parameters of a conditional probability density p(y|x, θ). θ is the true parameter to be learned. The learner is free to choose input x. The output is generated according to the conditional density p(y|x, θ) (for convenience I write p(y|x, θ) = p(y; x, θ)). y, x, θ are all vectors.
The conditional density in an exponential family can be written in the following form:
where T(y) is the sufficient statistic of y, F(x, θ) = ζ is the natural parameter and ψ(x, θ) is the partition function of p(y; x, θ), k(y) is the Jacobi matrix of transforming from y to the sufficient statistic T(y). The natural parameter is a function of both inputs x and true parameters θ. We can view p(y; x, θ) as a curved exponential family where its natural parameters ζ = F(x, θ) are characterized by inputs x and true parameters θ. In order to study the properties on the model manifold some notions of differential geometry need to be introduced. The metric tensor g ij (ζ) has the same form of equation 1 (substitute p(x, ζ) with p(y; ζ)). It defines the Riemannian distance between p(y; ζ) and an infinitesimally close density function p(y; ζ + dζ) on the manifold S:
where the Einstein's summation of index convention is used in tensorial equations: summing over the indices which appear more than once in the formula. The value of the metric tensor changes when different coordinate systems are used, but the square distance ds 2 is invariant under coordinate transformations. Another important quantity in information geometry is connection. The connection Γ i jk is a three-index quantity which defines the correspondence between vectors in different tangent spaces of the manifold ( [5] ). Notice this is a coordinate system-specific quantity. The actual rate of change of a vector field X on the manifold is the change of X along some coordinate curve, plus the change of the coordinate curve itself:
This is called the covariant derivative of X. The geodesic on a manifold is a curve whose rate of change of its tangent vectors along the curve is zero. It corresponds to the notion of a straight line in a Euclidean space. Setting the covariant derivative ofζ(t) equal to zero, the equation of a geodesic curve
Notice when Γ i jk = 0 equation 3 reduces to an ordinary second order differential equation, and the solution becomes
This corresponds to a straight line in an Euclidean space. Therefore, a manifold is flat when there exists some coordinate system which makes the connection vanish.
The α-connection of an statistical manifold is defined by Amari ([5] ):
where (.) = log p(.), ∂ i = ∂ ∂ζi , and
ijk (ζ) = 0 for an exponential family p(y; ζ), thus ζ(t) = ζ 0 + t(ζ 1 − ζ 0 ) is a geodesic on the manifold. The manifold is called e-flat in this case. Similarly, we can express Γ (α) ijk in terms of expectation parameters η, where
ijk (η) = 0 for mixture family distributions when α = −1. This is called m-flat ( [5] ).
The dual flatness theorem was proved by Amari ([4] ): a statistical manifold is e-flat if and only if it is m-flat. Therefore, both exponential and mixture families are dually flat manifolds. This theorem is important because it allow us to treat an exponential family manifold as a Euclidean space. However, it does not guarantee that the connection of the manifold vanishes for every coordinate system. The connection under a particular coordinate system is called the embedding curvature of the manifold. The embedding curvature of some coordinate system may not vanish when the manifold is both e-flat and m-flat.
The manifold of multiple data points is the product space of manifolds of individual data points. For ordinary exponential families, let X = (x 1 , · · · , x n ) be n samples drawn from the same distribution, then the joint probability p(X) forms a manifold S n = S × · · · × S which is imbedded in an n × m dimensional Euclidean space. Here we are interested in the conditional densities of input-output models. Let X = (x 1 , · · · , x n ) = (a 1 , · · · , a n ) be n fixed inputs and Y = (y 1 , · · · , y n ) be their responses. The joint density of the n samples is
Each fixed input x t = a t induces a manifold S(a t ) and the product of conditional densities forms a submanifold M of the product manifold S n (a) = n t=1 S(a t ). Each S (a t ) is imbedded in an r-dimensional Euclidean space because it is parameterized by θ. However, M is also parameterized by θ, thus it lives in a much more compact space than S n (a).
Embedding curvature on the true parameter coordinate systems
The dual flatness theorem affirms the flatness of an exponential family manifold. Since M is a submanifold of an exponential family manifold, it is also flat. However, the α-connection of an exponential family vanishes only under the natural parameter coordinate systems; namely,
When we use the coordinate system of true parameters θ = (θ 1 , · · · , θ r ), the α-connection does not guarantee to vanish. This means the curve
is no longer a geodesic. Knowing the geodesics yields the advantages of evaluating distances efficiently. Therefore, it is important to understand the condition when the embedding curvature vanishes.
Theorem 1 Let p(y; x, θ) be the conditional probability density in equation 2. ζ = F(x, θ) has the following form:
where r is the dimension of y's sufficient statistic. Let
be the Jacobian from θ to ζ. Then both metric tensor and α-connection are invariant under coordinate transformation:
i, j, k are indices of natural parameter ζ components and a, b, c are indices of true parameter θ components.
Proof
The first statement holds for any coordinate transformation (see [5] ). From the definition of α-connection,
a ∂ i , the second term conforms with equation 8 after coordinate transformation. Apply coordinate transformation to the first term.
Since f b (x) is a constant for θ, the second term of equation 9 vanishes. Thus both terms of the α-connection follow the form of equation 8. The theorem holds. Q.E.D.
Theorem 1 preserves the α-connection form of the manifold under coordinate transformation θ = F −1 (x, ζ). This theorem holds under a specific type of inputoutput model (equation 5). Under this model each component of the natural parameter is decoupled into the effect of input f i (x) and the effect of parameter θ i , and natural parameters ζ and true parameters θ have the same dimension. While the transformation is linear in true parameters, it does not need to be linear in inputs. Since the connection on natural parameters Γ (α) ijk (ζ) = 0, the connection on true parameters Γ (α) abc (x, θ) also vanishes. Therefore, the curve θ(t) = θ 0 + t(θ 1 − θ 0 ) is a geodesic on the manifold. This property allows us to evaluate the Riemannian distance on the manifold efficiently.
Active learning schemes on manifolds
With the notion of information geometry, active learning procedures can be viewed from a geometric perspective. The goal is to find the true parameter θ * of the underlying process. The learner selects inputs of the samples. Here the conventional myopic learning scheme is used ( [13] ). Under this scheme the learner chooses an input that optimizes the immediate loss based on current estimate of θ. Procedures of an active learning scheme are as follows:
1. Start with a collection of random samples D 0 . Repeat the following steps.
Find the maximum likelihood estimateθ(D
The problem of maximum likelihood parameter estimation can be viewed as the projection from the data points to the model manifold along the mgeodesic ( [6] and [3] ). The manifold of θ changes with inputs (
For each candidate input for the next step x n+1 , evaluate some expected
This routine is usually the most time-consuming part of active learning. Suppose a new input-output pair (x n+1 , y n+1 ) is given, then one can compute
is constructed to capture the deviation between the new estimated parameter and the original one. Since y n+1 is generated from the unknown process, the resultantθ(D n , (x n+1 , y n+1 )) is a random variable. The expected loss function is evaluated under the current estimate of the distribution of y n+1 and x:
Find the inputx n+1 which minimizes the expected loss function
Ideally, the expected loss function of all inputs should be evaluated. Since it may not have simple analytic forms, a sampling strategy is usually adopted. 5. Generate a sample by querying the output with inputx. Incorporate this sample into D n to form D n+1 .
The crux of this scheme is the choice of the loss function. Various loss functions related to the dispersion matrix V (θ) (the inverse of Fisher information matrix) are proposed ( [7] ): for example, the determinant of V (D-optimal), the trace of V , or the maximum of any ψV ψ T among normalized vector ψ (min-max optimal). While these loss functions might capture the dispersion ofθ evaluated by adding new possible samples, they do not explicitly bear geometrical interpretations on the manifold. One sensible choice of the loss function is the Riemmanian (square) distance between the conditional density according to current estimate p(y; x,θ(D n )) and the new estimate by incorporating (x n+1 , y n+1 ) (p(y; x,θ(D n , (x n+1 , y n+1 )))) on the manifold M (x 1 , · · · , x n+1 ) of conditional distributions. The Riemannian distance between two points p 0 and p 1 on a Riemannian manifold is the square length of the geodesic C(t) connecting them:
where C(t) is parameterized such that C(0) = p 0 and C(1) = p 1 . This is in general a non-trivial task. On a dually flat manifold of statistical models, however, the Kullback-Leibler divergence is usually treated as a (quasi) distance metric. Amari ([5] ) has proved the KL divergence between two infinitesimally close distributions is half of their Riemannian distance:
Moreover, it is also known that the KL divergence is the Riemannian distance under Levii-Civita connection ( [4] ). The computation of this distance uses different geodesic paths when traversing in opposite directions. From a point P to another point R it firstly projects P to a point Q along an m-geodesic then connects Q and R via an e-geodesic. Conversely from R to P it firstly finds the projection Q of R along the m-geodesic then connects Q and P by an e-geodesic. This property makes the KL divergence asymmetric. Here we are interested in the distance between two distributions on the model manifold of curved exponential families. Therefore the Riemannian distance under the connection in terms of true parameters θ is more appropriate. In most conditions when evaluating the Riemannian distance on the manifold is cumbersome, the KL divergence is a reasonable substitute for the distance between distributions. The Riemannian distance between the current estimator and the new estimator is a random variable because the next output value has not sampled yet. Therefore the true loss function is the expected Riemannian distance over potential output values. There are two possible ways of evaluating the expected loss. A local expectation fixes previous data D n = {(x 1 , y 1 ), · · · , (x n , y n )} and varies the next output y n+1 according toθ(D n ) and x n+1 when performing parameter estimation at the next step: (11) A global expectation varies all the output values up to step n+1 when performing parameter estimation at the next step:
(12) In both scenarios, the output values are assumed to be generated from the distribution with parametersθ(D n ).
While the local expectation is much easier to compute, it has an inherent problem. The myopic nature of the learning procedure makes it minimizes (in expectation) the distance between estimated parameter and previous parameters. Since all previous input-output pairs are fixed, the only possibility to make the estimated parameter at the next step differ from the current estimate is the fluctuation of y n+1 . However, as the number of data points grow, a single data point becomes immaterial. Empirically I found the local expectation scenario ends up sampling the same input over and over after a few steps. On the contrary, this problem is less serious in global expectation since we "pretend" to estimate the parameter at the next step using the regenerated samples.
The expected distance in equation 12 is a function of input x. This is undesirable because we can enlarge or reduce the distance between two conditional densities by varying the input values even if their parameters are fixed. This discrepancy is due to the fact that D(p(y; x, θ 1 ) p(y; x, θ 2 )) is the Riemannian distance on the manifold M (x) which depends on the input values. To resolve this problem the true loss function is the expected loss in equation 12 over input values.
where q(x) is the empirical distribution of input x. The sampling procedure in an active learning scheme distorts the input distribution, thus q(x) can only be obtained either from the observations independent of the active sampling or be arbitrarily determined (for instance, by setting it uniformly distributed).
To sum up the active learning scheme can be expressed as the following optimization equation:
Examples
In this section I use two examples to illustrate the new active learning scheme.
Nonlinear regression
The first example is nonlinear regression with Gaussian noise. Assume the scalar output variable y is a nonlinear function of a vector input variable x plus a Gaussian noise e:
where e ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) and σ is known. f i s comprise basis functions used to model y, for instance, polynomials. Here the index notation is a little abused such that tensor indices (superscript and subscript), example indices (subscript) and iteration steps (subscript) are mixed.
The distribution of y is Gaussian parametrized by θ and x:
To save space I write the sufficient statistics and the parameters in vector forms. The sufficient statistic, natural parameter, and partition function of y are
The Fisher information matrix in terms of ζ is
By applying theorem 1, the Fisher information matrix in terms of θ is
which is a pure effect of x. Hence the metric tensor is a constant when the inputs are fixed. The differential Riemannian distance is
Plugging it into equation 10, the (square) curve length along the geodesic θ(t) = θ 0 + t(θ 1 − θ 0 ) becomes
where the second equation is written in the matrix form. It can be easily verified that this is the KL divergence of conditional Gaussian distributions. Let
be obtained from input-output pairs D n up to step n. The maximum likelihood estimator isθ
AssumeD n+1 = {(x 1 ,ỹ 1 ), · · · , (x n+1 ,ỹ n+1 )} are the virtual data resampled from the distribution with parameterθ n . Then the maximum likelihood estimator at the next stepθ n+1 =θ(D n+1 ) satisfies the following conditions ( [7] ):
The expected Riemannian distance betweenθ n andθ n+1 thus becomes
The learning criteria becomeŝ Figure 1 shows the experiment results on the regression of the function y = θ 0 + θ 1 sin( T and σ = 4. The average square error of the estimated parameters at each iteration over 500 experiments is plotted. The initial dataset D 0 contains 5 random samples, and the learning curve of the 5 initial samples is not plotted. The results clearly indicate active learning schemes outperform passive learning when a small number of samples are allowed to draw from the unknown distribution. As the size of the data grows, their difference tends to decrease. I also compare the difference in terms of the loss function in active learning. The Riemannian distance loss function (the solid curve) performs slightly better than the trace of the dispersion matrix (the dash-dot curve), although the difference is not as significant as the difference between active and passive learning schemes.
Logistic regression
Logistic regression is a standard distribution of modeling the influence of continuous inputs on discrete outputs. For simplicity here I only discuss the case of binary variables. Suppose y is a binary random variable which is affected by continuous input variables x. The conditional probability mass function of y can be expressed as
By treating ζ = f T (x) · θ as the natural parameter of the exponential family, the metric tensor in terms of the true parameters θ can be obtained by coordinate transformation:
(1 + e ζ(x,θ) ) 2 . (1+e ζ(x,θ) ) 2 is a symmetric function of θ. The Riemannian distance between two parameters θ 0 and θ 1 can be computed from equation 10: The key for simplification is because the metric tensor is a symmetric function of θ(t), hence t does not appear in individual components. If y takes more than two values, then the square distance has a complicated form.
Although the distance function is considerably simplified, the active learning of logistic regression is still cumbersome. Unlike nonlinear regression with Gaussian noise, there is no analytic solution for maximum likelihood estimators in logistic regression. It is usually obtained by numerical or approximation methods such as gradient descent, Newton's method or variational methods ( [9] ). Therefore, the expectation of the square distance between current estimate and the next estimate over possible outputs can only be computed by approximation or sampling. Due to the lack of time the numerical experiment for logistic regression is left for future works.
Conclusion
In this paper I propose an active learning scheme from the perspective of information geometry. The deviation between two distributions is measured by the Riemannian distance on the model manifold. The model manifold of exponential families is dually flat. Moreover, for the distributions whose log densities are linear in terms of parameters, the embedding curvature of their manifolds in terms of the true coordinate systems also vanishes. The active learning loss function is the expected Riemannian distance over the input and the output data (equation 13). This scheme is illustrated by two examples: nonlinear regression and logistic regression.
There are abundant future works to be pursued. The active learning scheme is computationally intensive. More efficient algorithms for evaluating expected loss function need to be developed. Secondly, the Bayesian approach for parameter estimation is not yet incorporated into the framework. Moreover, for the model manifolds which are not dually flat, the KL divergence is no longer proportional to the Riemannian distance. How to evaluate the Riemannian distance efficient on a curved manifold needs to be studied.
